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Grey matter of cortex and basal 
ganglia nuclei include
unmyelinated neuron cell
bodies and synaptic terminals

White matter is composed of 
myelinated axons. 























Synaptic transmission







Temporal and spatial Post Synaptic Potentials arithmetic summations



How to record neurons action 
potentials ?

In the laboratory :

- Intracellular recording

- Glass microelectrodes

On  human subjects :

- Extracellular recording

- metallic macro or semi microelectrodes (tungsten)





Recording Neurons with electrodes
on human subjects

Metal semi micro electrodes need to be thin, long and

have a very thin tip approximately the size of neurons

Electrode impedance results from its tip length, surface and conductivity
properties











How to record neurons action 
potentials ?

Membrane action potentials creates electrical fields diffusing into
extracellular space.

Decrease of electrical field is inversely proportional to the square 
of the distance (1/r2)

Close to the axone emergence, a micro electrode records 
potentials of less about 0.5 mV



Effect of electrode impedance on 
neurons signal recording

- very thin electrode tip surface => High impedance

=> recording of single or a few neurons action potentials

- larger electrode tip surface => Low impedance

=> more signals from different neurons

= less discrimination of action potentials

(decrease of signal to noise ratio)





Micro electrode
Recording tip
Externalized 10 mm

Macro electrode ring

Insulated part



Reference contact
Also used later for stimulation
(recording contact is retracted
inside of the coaxial micro 
electrode)



Micro electrode connections with
recording wire (black connector)
and reference wire (red connector)

Ground symbol

Ground cable

Pulled
recording
electrode



Faraday shield

Connection to ground



Guiding tubes

- Guiding tubes provide electrode rigidity
- Straight trajectories
- shield insulation to avoid interferences from
electromagnetic fields



3 leads cable connecting electrode to amplifiers

Active lead (black)

Reference lead (red)

Ground lead crocodile (green wire)

DIN connector



Connecting box



Differential amplifier

mV Gain x 1000Electrode

Display

Filters are necessary



Neurons action potentials
visualization on oscilloscope

Low sweep speed : multiple action potentials Fast sweep : single action potentials



Neurons action potentials audio monitoring



Connecting all things together …



Two generations of recording and stimulating devices



Analog signals

Analog signals are continuous change of alternative voltage varying in time

Action potentials (extracellular) are characterized by low amplitudes and 
short durations :  micro volts, milliseconds



Sample frequency Amplitude coding on 3 binary digits 



Frequency sampling





Inverting device

Stimulator

stimulation cable



Connecting cable have two active wires and 
a ground wire. Stimulation is delivered
through red plug (negative pulses) and 
reference is ground.



guiding tube

Microelectrode
tip retracted



Macro electrode connections with
stimulating wire (red connector)

Ground symbol

Ground cable

Pulled
recording
electrode



Switch box



Per op stimulation parameters

- Current 0-10 mA
- Monopolar pulses

Polarity : negative
Duration :  100 µs
Frequency (inverse of period) 130 – 185 Hz



Macro contact
used to deliver
negative current – stimulating
pulses (~~ 0-8 mA) 
Reference contact is ground +



Goals of Intra-operative Stereotactic clinical neurophysiology

- localize the limits of target nucleus (STN) with 
the best precision (< 1 mm) ;

- find nucleus functional area giving the best 
clinical efficiency on clinical symptoms : 
akinesia, rigidity, or tremor

- localize functional target (optimal therapeutic 
effect and minimal adverse effects induced by 
per operative stimulation)



Gold standard procedure for best results

Patient awaked during recording and stimulation (!)

Microelectrode recording on five trajectories

Macro stimulation where recording showed targeted nucleus activity

Use of guiding tube for permanent electrode positioning

All steps under radiological control







Leadpoint connections









Thalamic reticular nucleus

type B neurone

Raeva et al. 1991



Parkinson’s Disease – Subthalamique Nucleus

0,6 sec

6 sec

Single unit microelectrode recording



Parkinson : substantia nigra single unit activity

2 sec

0,2 sec





















Micro – Macro stim











Pallidal neurons activity and finger movements













Intra-operative stereotactic neurophysiology  :

1. Confirms or adjusts the radiological target 

coordinates

2. Localizes with an extreme precision the spatial 

limits  of nuclei (micro recordings)

3. Identifies their electrophysiological signatures

4. Defines the therapeutic contact position (macro 

stimulation, functional target).
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Coordinates of mean 
contact 
(mean + std dev in mm)

RH

ML 11.25 0.81
AP 11.6 1.05
DV 3.9 1.11

LH

ML 11.6 0.91
AP 12.05 1.34
DV 2.9 1.19
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